
e-Bazaar  
 

In general 
e-Bazaar opens the doors of all research institutions in all directions, giving the same access rights to the knowledge and 
know-how produced within them with a continuous interactive way. The originality of the project concerns the way in 
which this knowledge is disseminated as well as the needs of members outside it. All parties, Investors and Innovators, 
will be able to create and manage autonomous modern web profiles ensuring the immediacy and validity of their 
information and interact through collaboration requests, direct messages and instant notifications.  

Register your Profile  
 e-Bazaar is a reference point for innovators and investors. Both sides will take advantage of a rich and dynamic 
database, generating & identifying opportunities to initiate and establish strong collaborations.  

Investors will be able to register and create their own profiles, add collaboration requests and receive immediately a 
filtered list of potential partners. Their profiles will consist of unlimited custom fields like general information, contact 
details, logo, social links, reviews, photos, videos and a contact form for direct messages. 

Innovators will be able to register and create their own research profiles, receive notifications for each new collaboration 
request that fits their research interests and define optionally their own criteria regarding the updates they will receive 
through platform. Each innovator profile will highlight in detail all research activities, infrastructures, areas if interest, 
departments and contact details. 

For the most efficient use of the platform, both Innovators and Investors will have the ability to create, update and 
monitor independently their profiles and collaboration requests through convenient front end management dashboards 
with distinct roles.  

Add your Collaboration Request 
Innovators and Investors will simply submit and edit collaboration requests directly on the front-end following specific 
submission steps and filling specially configured fields that will facilitate the future launch of partnerships.  

e-Bazaar features 
Advanced filters 

e-Bazaar is based on a smart mechanism for searching and identifying the commercial interest of an investor with the 
research fields of the innovators. Both sides can search their potential partner, through profiles or existing collaborations 
requests, using keywords, areas of interest, research fields, skills, request types, departments and locations. Search 
mechanisms will be enhanced with algorithms based on semantic web principles. 

Matchmaking 

e-Bazaar supports an Intelligent recommendation system which will take into account the profile, object and needs of an 
investor and will suggest potential ideal collaborations with innovators. All interested parties will be notified 
automatically, through platform and email notifications, for every profile or collaboration request that fits their 
requirements. This mechanism will exploit AI and Machine Learning techniques to continuously augment the quality of 
its outcomes.  

More Features 

Chat | Forum | Blog | Announcements | Event Calendar | Repository of supplementary material 


